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Abstract: In today’s Environment. There is need of 

distributed database in communication. This provides 

a faster access and remove delays throughout   the 

system .The paper will examine the features of 

distributed database architecture. The   learning of 

distributed database management system will lead us 

for successful design. The design will improve  

scalability  ,accessibility and flexibility while 

accessing data .In distributed System there is 

conflicts in real time performance and security can 

be  unsolvable .This issue is Improved by allowing 

database to provide partial security violation so that  

real time performance is improved such as a covert  

channel at the time of failure. The main aim is to 

provide a efficient communication in efficient manner 

.This design also provide a non blocking 

communication between different levels. This design 

will improve a response time and delays throughout 

the system . In this paper we discuss partial security 

issues for a DDBMS 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In  today’s  Environment. There is need of distributed 

database in communication. This provides a faster 

access and remove delays throughout  the system. 

that  improves the system performance and improves 

a single point of failure problem . the distributed 

system provides a better way of communication 

environment to the system 

   

Distributed Database System 

Distributed database system provides an 

improvement in communication and data processing 

due to its data distribution throughout different 

network sites.[3] A distributed database is a 

collection or  gathering of databases that can be 

stored at different computer network sites. Every 

database may involve different database management 

systems and different architectures that distribute the 

execution of transactions. The main objective of a 

distributed database management system (DDBMS) 

is to control the management of a distributed 

database (DDB) in such a way that it appears to the 

user as a centralized database. There is eight 

transparencies are believed to incorporate the desired 

functions of a distributed database system. 

 

                               Fig : Distributed System 
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Classification of Distributed Database 

Management System (DDBMS) 

A collection of multiple, logically interrelated 

databases that distributed throughout a network. A 

distributed database management system is  the 

software system that permits the management of the 

distributed database and makes the distribution 

transparent to the users. A distributed database 

system consists of loosely coupled sites that involve 

no sharing of  physical component distributed 

database system allows applications to access data 

from local and remote databases. In a homogenous 

DDB system, each of database is an Oracle based 

Database. In a heterogeneous DDB system, at least 

one of the database is not Oracle based Database. 

Distributed databases use client/server architecture is 

used to process information requests. 

Main Characteristics of distributed database 

 

 Data is used at one location only (other than 

centralized). 

 Data accuracy and, confidentiality, and security 
is a local responsibility of DDB 

 Files are  very simple and used by only a few 

applications.  In this case, there is no benefit of 

maintaining complex centralized software. Cost 

of updates is too much high for a centralized 

storage system. 

                                 

Security Issues in Distributed Database 

Database security is the system, and processes, 

and procedures that protect a database from 

unauthorised activity. Unauthorised activity can 

be categorized like authenticated misuse of 

system, malicious attacks or inadvertent mistakes 

made by authorized individuals and processes. 

 Access control 
 

 Auditing 
 

 Authentication 

 Encryption 

There is conflicts in real time performance and 

real time system can be unsolvable. This issue is 

improved by providing partial security violation 

to the system. such as a covert channels. this 

improve performance of the system. 

                   II. Partial security violation  

In distributed database, a partial security is used to 

improve the performance of system. Systems that are 

partially secured allows potential security violations 

as such like covert channel used in certain situations. 

Here We describe the basic idea of requirement 

specification that allows the system designer is used 

to specify important properties of the database at a 

suitable level. In many distributed system , the 

security is one of  important constraint, since the 

system maintains sensitive  information to be shared 

by multiple users with different levels of security 

clearances.. It is important to define the exact 

meaning of partial security, for security violations of 

secured or we can say sensitive data must be strictly 

controlled by the system. A security violation here 

indicates a potential covert channel, i.e., the 

transaction may be affected by a transaction at a 

higher security level. One main approach is to define 

the security in terms of a percentage of security 

violations allowed in the system. However, the value 

of this definition is questionable. In fact a system 

may allow a very low percentage of security 

violations, this fact alone reveals nothing about the 

security of individual data. For example, a system 
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might have a 99% security level, but the 1% of 

insecurity might allow the most sensitive piece of 

data to leak out from the system database as per 

permitted by higher authority. A more precise 

parameter would be necessary for the applications 

where security is a serious concern. Thus in partial 

security the violation is allowed in certain security 

level. 

 

Figure: full  and partial security in Distributed 

database 

Thus in partial security the violation is allowed in 

certain security levels  shown in above figure. The 

solid line indicates that the system is fully secure 

whereas doted lines defines that the system can 

violate security under certain circumstances 

A. Framwork of proposed solution: 

 

The below mentioned discussion depicts the overall 

security breaches in different layers of the layered 

framework displayed above. 

At Admin level:- 

This layer is in fully protected mode; here all the 

permission and validations are imposed at different 

levels. Security is not compromised at this very level. 

The security is very high as compared to other levels. 

 At Employer level:- 

This layer is in partially protected mode; here all the 

permission and validations are imposed in such way 

that only few of the information areas can be 

accessed at lower levels up to some extent.. 

At  Seekers level:- 

This layer is also in partially protected mode; here all 

the permission and validations are imposed in such 

way that only few of the information areas can be 

accessed from upper level up to limit/range at 1 or 

from upper level to limit/range at 2 .  

In Job site starter kit ( jssk ) in this system the 

Employer post jobs, Search resumes and add new 

jobs for the seeker. But if seeker is not getting any 

job details from Employer/Provider in that case 

seeker has ability to access to admin with partial 

security violation which is permissible by admin. 
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III METHODOLOGY & ASSUMPTIONS 

 

 

 

Assumptions Taken 

User is authorized to access the data depending upon 

user access levels. Four levels of users have been 

proposed depending upon the access permissions 

given to each user. 

At Admin level:-                                                                                                                                                                  

1. By  restricted its services, if it not fulfills some 

security criteria. 

At job Employer level:- 

1. Upload resumes and access Job details updated by 

Employer 

 

At job seekers level:- 

1. If unable to get the Job details can check it at super 

user level 

2. By restricted its viewing fields if he/she not fulfill 

some security constraints. 

                                                                        

Proposed Architecture 

Depending upon the above assumptions we have 

proposed an architecture that will display the above 

mentioned methodology layers defined. The 

proposed architecture consists of three basic  layers 

ADMIN, JOB EMPLOYER and JOB SEEKER. 

Depending on the levels the security violation is 

defined in the following architecture. At the top level 

is ADMIN, next level is owned by JOB 

EMPLOYER, last level is obtained by JOB 

SEEKER. 

 

 

  

 

This depicts the partial security violation at the 

SEEKER level as levels mentioned in the 

methodology proposed.  
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Fig:  Security violations for Job Seeker  

 

This JSSK is designed by keeping in mind both 

parties Job providers and Job seekers. JSSK allows 

Job seekers to register themselves then get details 

like job details with skills and experience within  the 

system, and then on the other hand even it allows job 

providers to post their requirements with the system 

through resume.  

Job Site Starter Kit is helpful for the job seeker  

which are in need of  jobs. This violation provides a 

better way to access the system. There is no blocking 

and delays in the system   This portals main aim is to 

provide the job details available for the job seekers 

without taking any charge from them in IT 

technologies and provides a profile details regarding 

company. JSSK will automatically provide access  to 

all job details to job seekers whose skills are matched 

with the requirement or not 

This improves Transaction time and response time. 
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Resultant Screenshot: 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Admin login page: 

 

Employer login page: 

 

Employer Don’t access because  admin is not permitted for accessing data : 
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Seeker view job Posting: 

 

Seeker view job profile details which is not accessible by employer that is permissible by admin to seeker i.e  

it provide a partial security violation to the system when employer is not responding to seeker.  
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IV. CONCLUSION 

 

For many applications, it is important to provide 

more secured, efficient and reliable access to 

multilevel databases stored  at different sites. At last 

we can say that with this proposed solution allows the 

security violation with security aspect of system 

performance. This will increase system performance 

by improving the response time and transaction 

access time. 
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